To analyze aging processes, a concept based on these hypotheses was utilized: maturation and aging are affected by external influences and are related to the system's ability to learn, to adapt to sudden environmental changes rapidly and survive. To simulate the maturation and aging processes of systems, individuals and populations, a perceptron to classify two notably different classification tasks was trained. After lengthy training to learn the first task, the magnitudes of the perceptron's weights increase. The presence of nonlinearity in the output of the perceptron causes a saturation of the cost function. Saturation reduces the capability to learn a new task rapidly. The aging curves obtained show a rise and fall character. Factors that can be utilized to control re-training curves were considered. A new model allows us to analyze the aging process as a natural phenomenon that helps populations to survive in everlastingly changing environments was also introduced.
Introduction
Maturation and aging are among the most important research topics in several research fields including physics, cosmology, technology, reliability theory, immunology, evolutionary biology, population genetics, molecular biology, economics and sociology. The roots of aging, however, can appear to be the same in many research disciplines. In mechanics at the very beginning of utilization of novel mechanisms, we have the adaptation of rotating parts to one another. The failure rate of a mechanical system decreases at first, reaches a flat continuous part and as the system ages (wears out), it begins to increase. The performance of the system increases at first, peaks and then decreases. One of the most general models used to describe a system's performance is the two-parameter Gamma density
where α, β are constants, t reflects time and k is a normalizing factor. If α < 0 and β > 0, one has a peaking behavior: At first f (t) increases with time, reaches maximum and then begins to slowly decrease ( Fig. 1 , α = −1/4 and β = 2/3 were used).
There are parallels between technical and bio-reliability theories. 1, 2 The rise and fall character of maturation and aging is typical to many biological tasks, e.g., while examining synaptic density in the prefrontal cortex of macaques Bourgeois et al. have found that the number of synapses peaks around two months of age. It does not decline until puberty; thereafter the decline in numbers is gradual. 3 Rakic et al. discovered that the synaptic density increases dramatically over the last third of the gestation period and that increase continues up until about four months post-natally. After four months there is a significant decrease in synapses over the next year and then a more gradual decline in numbers over the remaining life span. 4 Immune activity of human beings as well as mice, etc. is almost equal to zero for newborns. Later it increases with the age (for humans this activity peaks at 11-15 years), after that it slowly declines.
5
In evolution analysis, due to Nobel laureate Medawar, 6 aging is caused by accidental errors, i.e., by bad mutations. 7 In this sense, the concept of bad mutations is similar to many studies in classical reliability theory where one considers aging as the systems wearing out and analyzes only the declining (right) part of the rise and fall curve. 1 In the biological research, the bit-string Penna model 8 and its modifications 9,10 are very popular. "Penna represented the genome by a bit-string such that bit = 0 means a healthy and bit = 1 a sick gene, acting on the body from that age on which corresponds to the position of the bit in the bit-string. The errors in the replication of the genome in the DNA, accumulated in the course of biological evolution, mainly affect the old ages after childbirth". 7 Most mutations have no or bad effects. The mutations this theory deals with are hereditary.
In the bit-string model, one looks only for intrinsic effects mainly, not for external influences like parasites or environmental catastrophes. Any system, individual or population, however, cannot be considered without its environment. Looking at an extreme example, one can be aware of the fact that aging of computer software depends entirely on the environment. Thus, the external influences are very important while considering the aging problems. To develop an aging model aimed to take into account external influences, I suggest utilizing a concept of aging based on hypothesis that: maturation and aging are related with the ability to learn, to adapt to a suddenly changed environment during a short time period and survive.
Inability to learn rapidly is one of the ways of how to destroy old individuals. Nature did not reject this way during millions of years since this concept is useful for species evolution. In addition to biological systems, rapid adaptation and survival scenario is also characteristic of technological and social systems. Our new model is aimed at considering aging processes in organic plants, individuals and even populations, new types of cars, computers, software, production tools, enterprises, politicians, political systems, etc. To define each of them, the word "system" may be and will be used.
In order to analyze the aging processes, the mathematical model of single layer perceptron (SLP) was applied.
11,12
It appears that the weights of the perceptron are increasing permanently during the progress of the iterative training process. 12, 13 In the SLP training, one exploits a gradient of the chosen cost function that has to be minimized during the training process. If the weights are small, the gradient is large. At this time, we have fast training. With an increase in the number of iterations, the weights are increasing. Large weights result in saturation of the cost function and in diminishing the gradient. Hence, the training process slows down. The decrease in a perfectly trained perceptron's ability to learn a new task rapidly is a key element of the new model. In this sense, the present paper differs from the author's previous ones, [12] [13] [14] where the weight's growth was used to explain an evolution of the single neuron during iterative training process. It was shown that in training, it is possible to obtain seven different known statistical pattern classification rules 12, 13 or six regression rules.
14 The present analysis differs also from numerous computational simulations of the Baldwin effect aimed at examining ways that learning can guide evolution.
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Different methods of combinations between evolutionary (genetic) algorithms and artificial neural networks (gradient descent) were investigated in order to speed up the ANN training process. No analysis of weight growth, decrease in learning speed and system's aging was presented.
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section, SLP, the gradientdescent training algorithm is presented and the evolutional dynamics of backpropagated SLP is considered. In the third section, a new mathematical model: Two different classification tasks the perceptron ought to learn one after another is introduced. The ability of SLP to adapt to the changed data is investigated. In the fourth section, means that can be used to speed up and to slow down the growth of the weights are considered. The last section considers applicability of the model to analyze aging of biological, technological and social phenomena.
The Single Layer Perceptron
The simplest biologically motivated adaptive information processing unit is the single layer perceptron. It consists of a number (say p) of inputs (features) x 1 , x 1 , . . . , x p , one output O and performs operation O = f (arg), where arg = w 0 + x 1 w 1 + · · · + x p w p is a linear weighted sum of inputs; w 0 , w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w p are the weights (unknown coefficients, connections to be learned from training data). A schema of the SLP with nonlinear activation (transfer) function is presented in Fig. 2 . In the nonlinear SLP, f (arg) is a nonlinear activation (transfer) function which saturates at both of its ends. An example is a sigmoid function f (arg) = 1/(1 + exp(−arg)). This function is bounded from two sides: It is equal or close to zero if the weighted sum, arg, is strongly negative, and is close to 1 if this sum is large positive (see upper box in Fig. 2 ). A slope (derivative) of the activation function f (arg) is the highest when absolute value |arg| is small, and tends to zero with an increase in |arg|. Saturation of the activation function is a key element in the new aging analysis model. The neuron gives an output signal only in the case when the weighted sum arg is large and positive.
In this paper the SLP as the classifier is used. In Figs In order to use SLP practically, one needs to estimate its coefficients w 0 , w 1 , . . . , w p . For this, one has to collect experimental data, a learning (training) set and to adapt parameter vector w = (w 0 , w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w p ) to the data. Mathematically, the finding of the weights (training) is formulated as an optimization problem. A certain goal function based on the data is introduced. The cost function describes classification performance. In the two category classification problem, training data consists of n p-variate feature column vectors x (i) j and n indexes of the pattern class, i.e., desired outputs (targets) target
. The simplest and most popular cost function is a sum of square errors
where target
j is a desired output (a target) of the perceptron if feature vector
is presented to its input; sign " " denotes transposition operation.
The outputs of the sigmoid function f (arg) = 1/(1 + exp(−arg)) vary between 0 and 1. For that reason, the targets target
Raudys boundary values. Several optimization methods can be used to find the weights. In the new aging model, conventional gradient descent iterative training is used. A new vector, w (t+1) , is equal to the previous one, w (t) , plus a correction term:
where η is called learning step, target
is an error signal -a difference between the desired and actual outputs of the perceptron, ∂f (arg)/∂arg is the derivative of the activation function. A vector composed of derivatives (∂f (arg)/∂arg) × (∂arg/∂w) is called a gradient. Both the correction term and learning speed depend on the gradient.
In the gradient training, one first selects a starting weight vector w (0) (typically very small constants), calculates the gradient, and finds w (1) . Then iteratively one finds w (2) , w (3) , etc. We will call the neuron with starting weight vector w (0) an untrained neuron, and a neuron after a large number of iterations -an adult (maturated ) neuron. Somewhere at the very beginning of the training process, we have a young neuron.
The weight growth while training the perceptrons. Typically one begins training starting from very small initial weights. After the minimization of the cost function, the magnitude of the weights of the SLP classifier depends on D, a sample estimate of a distance between "centers" of two training sets. 12, 13 If p, the number of input dimensions, exceeds n = N 1 + N 2 , the number of training vectors, the proper training of the perceptron always leads to zero empirical error. Zero empirical error can also be obtained when n exceeds the number of features p, the distances between the pattern classes being sufficiently large. For small training errors,P empirical , and for easy classification tasks we have large distances between data points of opposite pattern classes. In such cases, we obtain very large weights. In principle, the magnitude of the weights does not depend on the optimization method used to find the weights. The weights' magnitude and the gradient of the cost function depend also on target values. One obtains larger weights when the targets are close to their boundary values (0 and 1 for the sigmoid activation function) or when the targets are outside the interval (0 1).
Extreme weights growth can be explained in a more intuitive way. Suppose there are no classification errors in the training set (P empirical = 0). Let us use the boundary target values: target 1 = 1, target 2 = 0. Denote by x * * a training vector closest to discriminant hyperplane, g(x) = w x = 0. In different periods of time (specified by the number of iterations), different vectors can be declared as the closest ones. The closest vector x * * has the largest contribution into sum (2). We have assumed that there are no classification errors in the training set. Thus, in order to minimize cost one needs to have the perceptron's answers f sig (arg) as close to either 0 or 1 as possible. This can be achieved while increasing the absolute values |w x * * |. With an intention to force the cost function to approach zero, one needs to increase magnitudes of the weights, w , without bounds. In practice, however, large weights can be obtained also in the case, where the empirical error exceeds 0. Equation (3) shows that the derivative of the activation function, ∂f (agr )/ ∂(arg), affects the perceptron's training speed. It decreases exponentially with distance |w x (i) j |. In Table 1 we have mean weights' magnitudes and the gradient values calculated for different targets and distances D between the pattern classes (empirical errorP empirical ).
As a result, for sufficiently large weights the contribution of distant incorrectly classified training set's vectors is almost zero. Consequently, if the weights are large, the cost function "saturates", and the learning process slows down.
Adaptation of SLP to New Data and Its Aging
A spirit of the "adaptation to the changed environment" model is two different classification tasks the perceptron ought to learn. The two tasks represent external influences that vary in time. After T first training iterations with the first data (the classification task to be learned), at some time moment the task changes. During T first iterations the perceptron learns information accumulated in the first training set. After the task changes, the perceptron should rapidly learn novel information accumulated in new training set.
Similar to the Penna bit-string model for biological aging, the Monte Carlo simulation technique is used to predict many of the system's features related to aging. In the current simulation study, two bi-variate normally distributed (Gaussian) pattern classes as a basic classification data model is considered. In order to evaluate the perceptron's age in terms of its ability to learn the new classification problem, after some number of iterations (say T first ) with data (A 1 , B 1 ), the classification task is changed: The training vectors of both pattern classes is shifted and rotated. In Fig. 3 new positions of the pattern classes and new linear discriminant boundary are depicted by scatter diagrams A 2 , B 2 and straight line DB 2 . To imitate an ability of the perceptron to adapt to the new data rapidly, after the data change, the perceptron was trained rather shortly, only for T new = 250 iterations.
The standard SLP with the sigmoid activation function, a constant learning step η = 1.5 and a randomly chosen initial weight w (0) = (0.4, 5, 3) were used in all experiments. For a collection of 37 T first values, {1 2 5 10 20 · · · 1000}, the perceptron was trained with the first data A 1 , B 1 . After the T first iterations, the training data was changed to the second one, A 2 , B 2 . Then the perceptron was trained for an additional T new iterations. After additional training, the generalization error P gen was calculated. For Gaussian data model and linear decision boundary with fixed weights w (T first+T new) it was possible to calculate P gen analytically. 12 Thus, in each experiment training and re-training 37 times were performed. In Fig. 4(a) the "re-training" curves of the SLP, the probability of correct classification P correct = 1 − P gen as a function of the number of iterations T first , are presented.
Each curve is an average found in 50 experiments performed with different randomly generated pairs of training sets, A 1 , B 1 and A 2 , B 2 . Curve 1 corresponds to SLP with the boundary target values (target 1 = 1 and target 2 = 0). We see that ability of the perceptron to adapt to new data depends on the number of iterations T first . If for the first time the SLP was trained too shortly (T first is very small), it does not manage to adapt to the new data later during the T new = 250 iterations. Moderate training with the first data (T first = 60-70 iterations) prepares SLP to adapt to new data more rapidly: During T new = 250 iterations we succeed in obtaining a 100% recognition rate. Lengthy training with the first data results in an excessive increase in the magnitude of the weights and in significant decrease in the gradient's value (see the numbers in Table 1 ). For this reason, re-training becomes slow and the probability of correct classification drops down to 0.7 and lower (right part of the curve 1 in Fig. 4(a) ). Hence, one can say that after 300 iterations the perceptron is already "old": Most often it does not succeed to adapt to new data during the 250 iterations.
After T first = 60-70 iterations with the first data, the classification error usually is reasonably small. It means that the starting hyperplane's position for second training does not change with further increase in the number of iterations, T first . The weights' magnitudes are increasing only. Thus, not unoptimal initial weights but saturation of the cost function is the main reason for the fact that it takes a long time to optimize the perceptron.
Means to Slow Down Aging
The weight growth and saturation of the cost function are the main factors affecting the perceptron's re-training capability. There are a number of means that can be used to control training process. 11, 12 These means are called regularization. These means will be considered from the point of view of how they can be used to control the weights growth during the training process and affect the re-training curves of the perceptron.
The simplest way to slow down training is to reduce the learning step, η. The learning step, however, influences the training speed during the first T first iterations and during re-training. Together with the number of iterations, the learning step plays the role of time. In previous sections, it was already demonstrated that the target values are essential factors that affect the magnitudes of the weights. A very popular factor, that affects training and influences the magnitude of the weights of the SLP, is regularization or an antiregularization term sometimes added to the cost function. Theory shows that the regularization term is equivalent to a noise injection to inputs of the perceptron during each training iteration.
12 Noise injection is a multiple random modification of input vectors x (i) j during each iteration. Noise injection to SLP's outputs or to the targets (a multiple random change of the class index target (i) j ) prevents the weights from growing up unboundedly. For that reason, a noise injection act as the regularizer and can be used to control the aging process.
In the experiments, two ways of noise injection were considered: Random interchange of the target values and noise injection to inputs. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) , re-training curves of different modifications of the SLP training strategies are presented. Curve 2 illustrates a 5% noise injection to the targets (in 5% of randomly selected training vectors, the targets were interchanged). In Fig. 4 , a mean µ (denoted by a dashed line) and a confidence interval, µ ± 2σ (two dotted lines) calculated from 50 experiments are presented. Curve 3 corresponds to 20% noise injection to the outputs. Curves 4 (the mean and confidence interval) corresponds to normal (Gaussian), N (0, 0.48
2 ), noise injection to the inputs. In the simulation study, the influence of target values to re-training ability of the perceptron were considered too. Curve 5 in Fig. 4 corresponds to standard SLP with target 1 = 0.94 and target 2 = 0.06. In above experiments with regularization, we observed a "rejuvenation" of the neuron: The re-training curves shifted to the right and up. As a result, for large T first the probability of correct classification increased.
To understand the influence of the target values more deeply the targets outside interval (0 1) were explored. Curve 6 is obtained if target 1 = 1.5 and target 2 = −0.5 were used. Curve 6 shows that the "super extreme" target values speed up the aging process: The graph surpasses the standard one (curve 1) at the very beginning (T first < 50) and lags at the end (T first > 150). Thus, the perceptron maturates and ages earlier.
Concluding Remarks
This new adaptation model for simulation of aging processes is based on the statement that if environmental conditions are changing permanently, the system ought to adapt to new situations rapidly. If the system does not succeed, it can die. Nature utilizes a large number of ways of how to destroy old individuals. In general, inability to adapt to new situations is typical of old individuals. Such an adaptation and survival scenario was one of many ways adopted by Nature and constitutes a core of evolution theory. Therefore, the rapid adjustment and survival scenario in order to create a new aging model is adopted.
In addition to biological systems (plants, individuals and even populations), rapid adjustment and survival scenario is also characteristic of technological and social systems. If a new type of car, computer, software, machinery, an enterprise, a manager, politician, state, or political system does not succeed to adjust to new changed conditions rapidly, it cannot fight its competitors. This fact means that when the system becomes old, it is obliged to give up its place to immature ones capable of adapting more rapidly. C'est la vie.
The following are parameters of the adaptation model that ought to be determined to investigate the weight growth and aging process by the Monte Carlo method:
-the separability of the training vectors of the opposite classes and other characteristics of the original and the changed data, -the learning step, -the targets, -the noise injection to inputs, -the noise injection to desired outputs.
In practical applications of the suggested methodology, one needs to make to oneself plain analogies between the aging phenomenon under investigation and to the parameters of the mathematical model. There are a few examples.
The separability of the training vectors of the opposite classes characterizes the difficulty of a task to be learned. In our simulations, for demonstration we used bi-variate Gaussian data; however, one can utilize any other data model. Caloric restriction or a cold may play the role of difficulty to the task. People who have had a more difficult life can adapt to a new climate, new conditions of life, a new job, etc. more easily (smaller weights in the model). The data changes can characterize alteration in the environments, society, economic conditions, local and global environmental or social catastrophes. The learning step and the number of iterations can represent time. The weights may describe a fixed structure of the production tool, the computer or its software. The weights can also characterize strengths of connections between biological neurons whose "plasticity" (the possibility for change) reduces dramatically in old age, i.e., a composition of proteins which determine the shape of receptors on a membrane's surface of lymphocytes. The weights may express acquaintances and settled connections between politicians and their supporters in elections which later become difficult to break.
Desired outputs and noise injection are factors that govern the training and aging processes. The desired outputs may symbolize an encouragement and a punishment in an individual's training process. Extreme encouragement as well as an extreme punishment can help at the beginning to speed up the training process; however, it becomes ineffective or even harmful later. Noise may signify imperfect teachers which make errors, parasites, viruses, diseases, lost elections, wars, small misfortunes, or purposely initiated difficulties, such as ascetic life, fasting. People who have been taught by imperfect teachers can learn new information more effortlessly. Single gene mutations, gene silencing (the process by which entire regions of chromosomes are rendered transcriptionally inactive), hormones that perturb the endocrine system, perturbations that decrease sensory perception, including mutations affecting components of sensory cilia or sensory signal-transduction pathways, as well as ablation of olfactory support cells (see, e.g., review of Guarentee and Kenyon in Nature 2 ) can be considered as a noise injection. A popular means frequently used to affect biological and social connections' strength (the perceptron weights) is vodka or other aqueous ethanol solutions given to editors/referees. Psychiatric dissociations of mind (schizophrenia) can cause similar effects.
It is known that infants cannot learn to recognize complex figures (e.g., handwritten numerals) quickly, however, young people can easily do this. In contrast, the old people learn to recognize new things slowly. Sometimes they are unable to manage the task. Newton, Einstein and Heisenberg made their most famous discoveries in their twenties, while old professors just write referee reports.
Much work should be done in order to find ways to evaluate quantitatively the effect of these and similar factors. It is worth emphasizing once more that in our adaptation model, many regularization factors are acting simultaneously. An effect of one factor can be reduced or even eliminated by the influence of other ones.
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Qualitative similarity of re-training curves of perceptrons and that observed in biology, technology and society reveal that aging of the systems is governed by similar laws. Inability to learn new tasks exhibits itself in an extremely simple mathematical model. Maybe, the weights' growth and a failure to learn a new task is the reason for the "phenomena associated with age", not a consequence. Thus, one can seek the reasons for aging not only in bad mutations, but also in the growth of connection strengths, saturation of the cost function and in the lack of ability to learn new information rapidly. External influences play a crucial role here. In this paper, only the gradient descent training technique and a few principal research results accumulated in the fields of ANN theory and multivariate statistics were considered. Other ANN models can be utilized to improve and enrich the analysis of aging processes. In the analysis of complex systems instead of one, several cost functions can be considered.
The adaptation model does not contradict previous aging theories based on classical genetics. It reveals one more aspect of this complex phenomenon. The bit-string Penna model of biological aging is based on mutations theory that is essentially an element in genetics learning algorithms. In principle, there are two different mechanisms to adapt to changing conditions, the genetic and adaptive. 15 Both kinds of information, the genetically obtained and that learned during life, affect the actual system's age. It suggests that in future, both aging models, the bit-string and the adaptation should be utilized and developed together. Up to now in biological aging literature, the ability to adapt to a suddenly changing environment rapidly was mostly ignored (see, e.g., review of Guarentee and Kenyon in Nature 2 ). An exception is a paper by Sa Martins and S. Moss de Oliveira, 16 who simulated a very rapid change within the Penna model. Our analysis indicates that external influences and rapid adaptation aspects are very important and can be useful in explaining many technological, biological and social phenomena.
